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Safe Harbour
This confidential business presentation (the “Presentation”) has been prepared by Binovi Technologies Corp. (“Binovi”). The 
Presentation is being provided by Binovi for general background informational purposes only and for use by a limited number 
of parties that may be interested in the business of Binovi. The information set forth is considered confidential and is not 
intended for distribution. This Presentation and the information contained herein shall not be copied, reproduced in any way 
or distributed, directly or indirectly, to others at any time. Upon request the recipient will promptly return to Binovi all material 
received from Binovi (including this Presentation) without retaining any copies thereof.

All references to currency in this document are to Canadian dollars unless otherwise indicated. Statements in this 
Presentation are made as of the date hereof unless stated otherwise and the delivery of this Presentation shall not under any 
circumstances create an implication that the information contained herein is correct as of any time subsequent to its date. In 
furnishing this Presentation, Binovi does not undertake or agree to any obligation to provide the attendee with access to any 
additional information or to update this Presentation or to correct any inaccuracies in, or omissions from, this Presentation that 
may become apparent either during, or at any time after this Presentation. Certain statements contained in this Presentation 
may constitute forward-looking statements or forward-oriented financial information. These statements relate to future 
events or Binovi’s future performance. All statements, other than statements of historical fact, may be forward-looking 
statements. Forward-looking statements are often, but not always, identified by the use of words such as “seek”, “anticipate”, 
“plan”, “continue”, “estimate”, “expect”, “may”, “will”, “project”, “predict”, “propose”, “potential”, “targeting”, “intend”, “could”, 
“might”, “should”, “believe” and similar expressions. Forward-looking statements should not be unduly relied upon as actual 
results may vary significantly. Forward-looking statements in this Presentation and the documents incorporated by reference 
herein include but are not limited to statements relating to: Binovi’s expectations with respect to the performance of its 
cameras; expectations regarding its revenue, expenses and operations; anticipated cash needs and its needs for additional 
financing; its ability to protect, maintain and enforce its intellectual property rights; Binovi’s ability to defend itself against 
third-party claims of infringement or violation of, or other conflicts with, intellectual property rights by Binovi; its plans for and 
timing of expansion of its product offering and value-added services; its future growth plans; the acceptance by its customers 
and the marketplace of new satellite imaging content, technologies and solutions; its ability to attract new customers; 
its ability to attract and retain personnel; its competitive position and its expectations regarding competition; regulatory 
developments and the regulatory environments in which Binovi operates; and anticipated trends and challenges in its 
business and the markets in which it operates. Such statements reflect our current views with respect to future events, and in 
some cases information supplied by third parties, and are subject to risks and uncertainties. Such statements are necessarily 
based upon a number of estimates and assumptions (including that information received from third parties and publicly 
available information is reliable) that, while considered reasonable by Binovi, are inherently subject to significant business, 
economic, competitive, political and social uncertainties and contingencies. 

Many factors could cause our actual results, performance or achievements to be materially different from any future results, 
performance, or achievements that may be expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements, including, among 
others: uncertainties and assumptions in our revenue forecasts; defects or disruptions in our proposed products and services; 
risks that we may be unable to raise additional financing should our expected revenues not materialize; risks related to loss 
or infringement of our intellectual property or Binovi’s infringement of intellectual property belonging to third parties; our 
dependence on key personnel and the risk of conflicts of interest; competition in our industry; market price volatility of the 
common shares; global economic and financial market conditions; failure to manage our growth successfully; Binovi’s ability to 
pay dividends; and currency exchange rate fluctuations.

Statements involving forward-looking information are based on current expectations and entail various risks and 
uncertainties. Actual results may vary from the forward –looking information and materially differ from expectations, if known 
and unknown risks or uncertainties affect our business, or if our estimates or assumptions prove inaccurate. Binovi assumes 
no obligation to update or revise any forward-looking information, whether as a result of new information, future events or 
any other reason.

Certain information contained in this Presentation with respect to other companies and their business and operation has 
been obtained or quoted from publicly available sources, such as continuous disclosure documents, independent publications, 
media articles, third party websites (collectively, the “Publications”). In certain cases, these sources make no representations 
as to the reliability of the information they publish. Further, the analyses and opinions reflected in these Publications are 
subject to a series of assumptions about future events. There are a number of factors that can cause the results to differ 
materially from those described in these publications. None of Binovi or its representatives independently verified the 
accuracy or completeness of the information contained in the Publications or assume any responsibility for the completeness 
or accuracy of the information derived from these Publications.

Neither the communication of this Presentation nor any part of its contents is to be taken as any form of commitment on the 
part of Binovi to proceed with any transaction. This Presentation does not constitute, or form part of, any offer or invitation 
to sell or issue, or any solicitation of any offer to subscribe for or purchase any securities in the Company, nor shall it, or the 
fact of its communication, form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, or act as any inducement to enter into, any 
contract or commitment whatsoever with respect to such securities.

Neither the TSX Venture Exchange nor its Regulation Services Provider (as that term is defined in the policies of the TSX 
Venture Exchange) accepts responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this Presentation.



Vision

1 in 4 people worldwide  
live with issues related to their  
vision that go beyond visual acuity.

Despite this, ophthalmic treatment primarily focuses on visual acuity 
issues and disease management, leaving many visual performance 
issues undiagnosed or mistreated. 

Binovi was founded to bring attention to these issues, and to help 
those treating them by providing the tools necessary to bring 
treatment into the 21st century. A broader vision is vital in how we 
view the world around us, and we are focused on the importance 
of developing, protecting, and perfecting vision performance.



The BinoviTM Platform
We are a human performance technology company that has developed a 
hardware + software centered service platform for vision optimization and 
enhancement for use in neuro-optometry, vision rehabilitation, and vision 
performance industries. We are working together under a common banner to 
help our clients gain measurable results in less time, and with less effort.
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Unlocking Human Performance 
Through Vision Based 

Neuro-Technology



Binovi Innovation

The Binovi neurotechnology platform tests for functional vision  
issues that cannot be detected by standard eye tests

Wayne Saccadic Fixator Binovi Touch
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A purposeful and powerful vision performance tool, Binovi Touch and its 
predecessor the Wayne Saccadic Fixator are in use in over 1,500 practices in 
over 20 countries worldwide including vision clinics, sports medicine facilities, 
and professional and collegiate sports teams.



Market Vision

Optometry PerformanceEducation

Vision therapists and optometrists using Binovi Pro 

are able to stay on track as a vision care team and 

ensure that each patient has their test and treatment 

results properly catalogued and organized so that 

decisions can be made quickly and accurately.

• Behavioural Optometry

• Vision Therapy

• Rehabilitative Care

• Geriatric Care

Sports vision trainers now have at their disposal an 

ideal set of tools to test, train, and track performance. 

When thousandths of a second, or fractions of 

an inch, are what separate the best from the rest, 

having accurate and comprehensive data is key.

• Team Sports

• Sports Medicine

• Military

• eSports

• Executive Development

Determining whether someone needs vision 

therapy, or could benefit from vision training, can 

start early. Our goal is to get Binovi devices and 

testing/ diagnostic tools available to schools and 

educators to get to the bottom of issues common 

with school-age children.

• Reading Comprehension

• Learning Differences

• ADHD/Spectrum Disorders



Binovi Vision  
Performance Testing

The Binovi platform provides a cloud based vision performance testing 
system that measures 14 key vision skills that are essential  
for maximizing brain performance.

• Eye Movement Control

• Simultaneous Focus

• Sustaining Focus

• Simultaneous Alignment

• Sustaining Alignment

• Central Vision (Visual Acuity)

• Peripheral Vision

• Depth Awareness

• Depth Perception

• Color Perception

• Gross Visual-Motor

• Fine Visual-Motor

• Visual Perception

• Visual Integration

Based on these results, customized training routines are created for 
each client that can be administered by optometrists, therapists, and 
athletic trainers using the app.



Hardware
Binovi Touch is the result of 
over 30 years of experience 
with children, athletes, and 
seniors resolving issues from 
development, to performance,  
to rehabilitation.

Based on the Wayne Saccadic 
Fixator —an industry standard 
for over 40 years— Binovi Touch 
brings purposeful, powerful vision 
training into the 21st century.

Pedigree
Tried-and-tested vision therapy and vision performance 

training activities from the Wayne Saccadic Fixator 

have already been ported to the new Binovi Touch.

Customizable
Completely customizable tests can drill down into specific 

aspects of a user’s vision skills, or can be broadened to get 

a bigger picture of how they are progressing.

Expandable
An ever-growing range of new accessories to be used 

with the new Touch are currently under development, 

designed for seamless integration with Binovi Touch 

and the Binovi Touch App, including a number of 3rd-

party devices such as heart-rate monitors and the new 

Binovi Balance Board.

Connected Control
Connected through Bluetooth to the Binovi Touch iPad 

app, a single iPad can control any number of Binovi 

Touch devices and record data directly to user profiles 

and track their progress.



Provides
Real-Time Data + Insights for each user

Secures
User-centric data

Increases
Uniformity of user instructions within the practice

Improves
Therapy/Training efficiency + collaboration

Organizes
Therapy/Training plans + communication

Streamlines
Care and Training regimens and sessions

Standardizes
Capture of symptom data

Drives
Increase in user compliance + performance

Software
Binovi’s integrated approach benefits therapy teams and athletic trainers and their clients.



Binovi Balance
Binovi Balance is the latest addition to the Binovi Platform and 
extends Binovi Touch’s versatility. Used together, they turn 
the tried-and-tested exercises of Binovi Touch with innovative 
new controls and variations that test the skills of even the 
most seasoned athletes.



• Eye Tracking and Eye Focusing

• Eye Teaming

• Anticipation Timing

• Visual Attention (Concentration)

• Depth Perception

• Dynamic Visual Acuity

• Eye-Hand Coordination

• Peripheral Awareness

• Reaction Time

• Visualization

Benefits – Athletes
In football, having superior visual skills can gives players a real advantage. 
Improving key vision skills is the next step in improving human 
performance, one that can have broad impacts both on and off the field.



For Athletic Trainers

• Track player-by-player improvements through 
rich, data-driven objectives

• Measure and train interrelated visual, cognitive,  
and sensorimotor skills

• Recreate sporting contexts to promote  
sport-specific visual and cognitive abilities

• Utilize existing protocols or create customizable  
sport-specific protocols



Testimonials

“The game of soccer can be heavily impacted by the different components 
of an athlete’s eye; visual acuity, depth perception, “blind spots”, visual 
recognition, and hand eye coordination. With Binovi Touch, vision training will 
become a tremendous asset for each athlete and it will help to enhance their 
game on the field.”

— Kurt Andrews, Director of Sports Medicine for Sporting KC, MLS

“[H]is incredible skill is the 
product of years of rigorous 
training that tested both 
his physical and mental 
abilities, starting with a habits 
developed in his childhood.”

“This new “old” training tool (Binovi Touch) has really up’ed its game so that 
we can up the game for the athlete. This device is starting to be installed in 
professional sports locker rooms under the guidance of  Sports Vision ODs 
all around the country. There is now a wonderful opportunity for OD’s to get 
involved in sports vision”

— Dr. Charles Shidlofsky, O.D., FCOVD; Neuro-Vision Associates of North Texas

“Thank you for the great equipment! Thanks to Binovi and with the help of my 
trainer Gilberto Gonzales, my hand-eye reaction time has improved and I’m 
feeling the benefits in the ring. Binovi Touch has definitely upped my game: 
I’m ready for the fight!”

— Luke Campbell, Professional Boxer, Olympic Gold Medalist, Commonwealth Champion — Andrew Goodman in  
Forbes Magazine about  
Larry Fitzgerald, Wide Receiver, 
Arizona Cardinals



Get Binovi

Get Started with  
Binovi Touch

Add the latest in purposeful, powerful 
vision training tools and technology.

Ultimate Sports 
Package

Dive right in with Binovi Touch with ISVA!

Customized Plans
We’ll work with you to create  

a personalized plan.

$3000
+ applicable taxes

$12,500
+ applicable taxes

Get in touch!

or finance over 12 months

$900
down payment

$200
per month

+
or finance over 12 months

$1,500
down payment

$875
per month

+
Contact a Binovi Customer Success Manager at  

sales@Binovi.com or 1.855.416.7158



Our Partners

Professional Sports Sports Performance Training Professional Associations



Get in Touch

info@binovi.com

1.855.416.7158

574 Chartwell Rd., 

Oakville, ON. L6J 4A8

Follow Us

@binovivisn

facebook.com/BinoviVISN

@binovivisn


